
 
 
 
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 
 
Material: 
- Core: 100% moisture resistant plastic   
  composite (PP) with 40% optical fiber 
  and  transparent PET-film
- Outer bonding: HPL - colour at your 
choice   

Finishes: 
To choose from the HPL-range 
 
Applications:
Vertical + horizontal applications in sani-
tary, kitchens, elevators, caravan interiors, 
wellness, stand construction, interior, ...

Dimension/thickness in mm: 
3050 x 1300 
2800 x 2070 
5,8 mm
Final thickness: depends from the decora-
tive finish.
 
Stock decors Triplaco-Beveka: 
See stock program

Properties:
- 100% moisture resistant 
- Lightweight 
- Excellent processability 
- Various decor possibiliies
- Antibacterial
- Chemically resistant
- Acid & mildew resistant
- Odorless 
- Thermally insulating (3x better than      
   wood) 
- Acoustic insulating
- Minimal thickness tolerance

Density: 
380 kg/m³ 
 
Tolerance thickness: 
+/- 0,3 mm 
 
Chemical resistance: 
excellent 
 
Impact resistance 
(ASTM D3763-06, -28°C tot +86C°) 2,2m/
sec:
+ 44% in comparison to plywood 
 
Waterabsorption:
none
 
Formaldehyde-emission: 
Free of formaldehyde

Aqualite:  
decorative, hydrophobic & lightweight solution
for various sectors

Within the Aqualite range a 100% moisture resistant composite core is PU waterproof 
bonded with an HPL decor of your choice. This  lightweight panel does not expand in 
humid environments, has a low thermal expansion coeficient and is therefore perfecly 
suitable for several applications: sanitary, elevators, cleanrooms, kichens, car conversi-
on, caravan equipment , interiors, wellness, flightcases, renovation, stand construction, 
and as an alternative for ventilated walls ...

• 100% moisture resistant
• Excellent processability: sawing, drilling, milling
• Lightweight
• Stable 
• Direct installation on existing walls (without batting): 
     space-saving and cheaper installation
• Various decor possibilities
• Minimal thickness tolerance: no differences of thickness within the panel
• Antibacterial
• Chemically resistant
• Acid and mildew resistant
• Odorless
• Thermally insulating (3x better than wood)
• Acoustic insulating
• Available as from 1 piece

Processing
• Aqualite can be processed as normal wood, without adjustments on sawing 
     equipment 
• Use a new saw blade to avoid damage to laminate
• Saw from the back of the panel to avoid damage
• Edging: 
 - edgings
 - profiles
• Pre-drill before screwing to avoid damage
• Finish wall surfaces completely on the same day to avoid the glue completely hardens  
     and you have no longer control over the depth alignment 

Points of attention
• 1 thickness: not suitable for structural use
• Surface properties of the glued-on HPL precede above those of  the core
     material 
• Store under normal conditions on a straight, sufficiently large surface (18-25°C & 
     50-65% humidity)
• Cover the pallet and weight it down at the top

Assets



Installation instructions 
PREPARATION
• Aqualite can be applied directly on various surfaces:
 - Plaster (plaster and cement)
 - dry surfaces (plasterboard and gypsum fiber boards)
 - wood panels (chipboard, OSB)
 - existing stone and ceramic tiles (if they stil have sufficient adhesion)
• Protect walls against moisture (eg. Kerdi waterproofing membrane) to absorb possible 
     moist through joints
• Work on a straight  (max. 2mm difference at 2m), surface free of dust and grease and 
without continuous cracks (apply battens if necessary) 
 

PANEL CONNECTION
1. Half lap joint 

= recommended method: hairline joint between panels 
 
 
                                                           
                                         
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important:  
 - Use wedge between joint to level the panels  
 - Bonding in glue beads with MS polymer adhesive (eg. Parabond Construction      

                    sanitary) 
 - light decors will show a fine black hairline joint because of the black core
 

Tongue and groove joint 
For inner and outer corners, hairline joint between panels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important: 
 - outer corner: edge the visible side (manually) 
 -  Bonding in glue beads with MS polymer adhesive (eg. Parabond Construction      

                    sanitary) 
 - light decors will show a fine black hairline joint because of the black core 
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3. Miter joint 
For inner and outer corners 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important: 
 - miter joint corner of 46° instead of 45° garanties a better result 
 - bonding with black MS polymer adhesive (eg. Parabond 600) 
 - remove excess adhesive immediately 
 - fix the miter joint with tape for 24h - loosen to remove all excess adhesive  

                   after about 2h (before the adhesive is completely hardened) - and fix it again     
                   with tape 
            - after complete hardening: break the mitered edges by rubbing laminate 
 - light decors will show a fine black hairline joint because of the black core 
 - less moisture resistant than tongue and groove 
  
 
 
 

4. Butt joint 
For straight and corner connections 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Important: 
 - Bonding with PU adhesive (eg. Icema) 
 - Sealing with sanitary silicone (eg. Sanitair N) or MS polymer adhesive (type 

                    Parabond Construction | only available in black & white)  necessary  
                    (aesthetically less beautifull)
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5. Connection with profiles 
For straight and corner connections and as edging  
 
Straight connections (H-profile)

Corner connections

Edging (L-profile)

Advantage:  
Faster installation
 
Disadvantage: 
Less sleek finish (not seamless)
 
Important: 
Bonding panel and profile with MS polymer adhesive 
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WALL MOUNTING
1. In general 

 - glass supports facilitate the installations of large panels 
 - leave a 2-3mm expansion joint along any fixed building component (floor/cei-

                    ling/wall). Advantage: no skirting boards/profiles required, sealing is sufficient 
 - Knock-on using a rail to work evenly on every zone 
 - remove excess adhesive immediately 
 - seal the expansion joints with (sanitary) silicone 
  
 
 

2. Straight, even surfaces 
Combination of MS polymer adhesive (eg. Parabond Construction) and double-sided 
tape (type Mirofix, Tesa,...) = RECOMMENDED METHOD* 
Tape: 3,2mm thick 
Final glue thickness: 3mm 
Apply adhesive in adhesive beads at a distance of max. 25cm.  
Apply tape + adhesive to the back of the panel, except for battening. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advantage:  
Perfect control while attaching the panel. You can never push the panel too far 
thanks to the tape. 
 
Disadvantage: 
- not suitable for uneven surfaces on which you have to be able to push more on the 

           panel on certain places    
         - not suitable if panels are mutually connected to each other in a half lap joint, even 
           is the surface is straight and even. In that case, glue dots must be used. 
            
 
Important: 
- Use a more powerful MS polymer adhesive when gluing on slope walls (eg. Parabond    
  600) and prop up for 24h. 
- When installing on battens: ensure sufficient pressure points which are wide enough as 
  well: apply 8cm wide rafters every 30cm. 
 

* it is always recommended to work with a combination of tape and adhesive on even surfaces. However, when panels 
mutually are connected to each other in a half lap joint, this method can’t be used. In that case you must work with 
glue dots.
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Cleaning and maintenance
Aqualite panels which are bonded with decorative HPL require hardly any maintenan- 
ce because of its unique properties.   Slightly soiled panels can easily be cleaned with   
lukewarm water (if necessary with some glass cleaner added, eg. Instanet)
Do not use any other detergent that causes a film layer. Stronger dirt can be removed   
by using a slightly abrasive agent (eg. Chemico). Leave on for 5 minutes, then rinse 
and dry. 
 

FINISHING (EDGING) AQUALITE
1. Miter joint 

Bonding with PU-adhesive (eg. Icema). 
Light decors will show a fine black hairline joint because of the black core. 

2. Profile 
L-profile 
a.o. available at Deceuninck-Deforce (www.dcdf.be) - standard only in black, white, 
alu, RAL-colours availble on demand or at Schlüter 

3. Edging 
Egings - bonding with PU-adhesive
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3. uneven + even surfaces  
Bonding with MS polymer adhesive, (eg. Parabond Construction), generously applied 
in dots on the back of the panel. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Advantage:  
More ‘sliding’ and leveling with panels possible (important on uneven surfaces, a 
difficulty on even surfaces) 
 
Disadvantage: 
- no control over the minimum glue thickness of 3mm >> work with wooden blocks    

           of 3mm behind the panel to guarantee the thickness 
        -  longer adhesive curing time because of differences in glue thickness

Important: 
Use a more powerful MS polymer adhesive when gluing on slope walls 
(eg. Parabond  600) and prop up for 24h. 
 

MS polymer adhesive 
(dots)
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